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Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased. This is a Ford Bronco that was frame-off restored
and has an automatic transmission. It has Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic
automobile consignment dealerships in the wor Best Offer. August Motorcars is proud to be
offering this stunning, Ford Bronco presented in classic Metal The Ford Bronco was one of the
best-selling Broncos of all time and one of the strongest vehic Our Nashville showroom digitally
showcases this incredible Ford Bronco. Now those of us that g Private Seller. The nation's
leading Bronco builder Velocity is offering to you this fresh frame off restorat But we have
others Contact us at Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a
recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was
garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in
andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth
Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Quite the combo and a
very desirable truck. This is a Texas truck, which is where we purchased it from. We love these
Texas trucks because they are always dry and clean and this one is no exception. We would call
this a Selectively restored truck that looks great and has had a lot of mechanical work done to it
to make it a reliable driver. It runs and drives excellent!!! The body is in really really nice
condition and it is still showing a-lot of the original paint with some nice Patina. It looks great!!
We did not find any rust or rust repair anywhere on the body and the underside is dry and clean.
This Highboy still has all of the extra trim and stainless it would have come with from the
factory and it is still in great condition. The last owner added the Rear Headache rack and Tool
Box and they are both heavy duty and give the truck a cool look. The interior is still in excellent
condition and was obviously cared for. The bench seat is original and in wonderful condition. It
does have a newer floor mat, dash, dash bezel and headliner. Other than that it is a nice original
and unmolested interior. Mechanically this truck is top notch and runs and drives excellent. The
V8 runs strong and there are no red flags are far as running and drivability. We were told the
engine was rebuilt a few years ago, but we did not get the receipt. They also rebuilt the C6
Automatic Transmission at that time and it shifts great. This truck also has Power Steering and
Dual Exhaust. Our test drive showed a great running and driving truck with no issues that
showed up. We hand pick each vehicle, drive it, inspect it, and make sure it is ready for you to
enjoy! We drive what we sell so that we can give you a first hand and accurate report on how
the vehicle runs and drives. Our pictures are never touched up or photoshopped. What you see
is an accurate representation of the vehicle. We take consistent pictures and show you
everything so you can get a true representation of the vehicle. Drivetrain Engine Type:.
Complete Pictures and Video at Full Gallery. Contact Us About this Vehicle. Last name. Outlying
Islands U. Time to call. Thank you for your interest! We'll get back to you soon! Speed Digital.
The cliches that could follow this Ford van, and probably will, are endless! Well, a van like this
Bakersville, California domiciled Econoline destroys that myth. Two wheelbase versions were
available, Inside, is where the action is, as it always is with a van like this. As for the passenger
compartment, are you down with shag carpet? The seller does state that it needs a recharge;
seems to me if that were all that was wrong with it, why not just do it? The rebuilt CI V8
originally net HP and powertrain have had its share of improvements too, including, a mild cam,
headers, and Flowmaster dual exhaust. By rebuild , I imagine the seller means rebuilt; it could
or could not be the original engine. It also has a new rear end with 2. The seller suggests that 3.

A van, being a cruiser, would be just about right with the current 2. You do not see vans like this
often anymore. Once the do-it-yourself trend took flight, van builders like Mark III and Sherrod
got into the act and built made to order versions. Sherrod is still around but has nowhere near
the visibility that they once had and Mark III is gone to the winds. This example, I believe, has
been much better prepared than many of the backyard conversions that I remember. Those
vans were usually members of a plumber or dry cleaner fleet, i. So tell us, did you have a hippie
van back in the day? If so, how was it decked out? Well I did help her move.. Got stopped by a
county mountie outside Evanston, Montana about midnight doing He told me to follow him and
we went 30 miles off the highway to some little 3 building town. I thought they were going to
take me out back for lesson but I lied and said my dad was judge. They wrote the receipt but
mis-spelled Evanston as Evensten and wrote Thirty as Therty. Lucky I got out of there alive. Oh
and the girl has been my wife since We got pulled over on 95 south, on our way from NY to Fort
Lauderdale Fl, spring break 79, doing 90 thru North Carolina, had us all out of the car, hands
over our heads, and told us to gather up This looks to be a good example, and as Jim points
out, these generation Econolines are long gone. I felt assured this was a worthy example when I
saw the wooden cupholder rack mounted on the velour engine coverâ€¦. I like these vans
without windows in the rear doors â€” looks a lot cleaner than without. I had a 77 El Camino
bought used of a dealer. Had several years and traveled into Canada often. Was a Detective in
those days major city. The radio died and I bought a new one. When I pulled the old radio out
three bags of dope dropped on my face. Gave it to neighbor to ummm dispose of lol. If you
could get a drug dog on a used car might not be a bad idea. Getting cops to do it could be
problematic for several reasons. If I would have been searched at the border it most likely would
have been a 10 to 20 grand of attorney fees to hopefully clear myself. Just saying. As to the
black light. You can bake glaze on pottery in one of these. Not used for car stereo. Awesome
Econoline! There are two amps; a watt for the audio system, and a watt amp for the CB. From
the description a lot of effort was made to upgrade the electrical system. Point of reference,
there were no watt mobile linears back then. Worked at a Ford dealer when these things were
new. What I can remember about them was that they were quite roomy. A few lucky owners
purchased some of these series of vans with a 6 cyl. If it is he has no business with a hot
rodded radio. When I was trucking I knew guys who spent a bunch of money on a radio and a
linear amp, then went to the truckstop for a pair of cheapo fiberglass antennas, and not make
any attempt to tune them. Ford, Chevy and Dodge all had work vans in this configuration. Fords
were the toughest, due to the powertrain and the twin I-beam front suspension on the Es and
Es. I drove a Econoline E 1-ton as a service truck for , miles. It had a C-6 trans that because of
regular maintenance, it was never replaced or rebuilt. But they could haul a load and take
bumps very well. But handling is poor, especially the steering, mostly due to bump steer. So
when empty the weight bias is towards the passenger side and can be felt when launching off
railroad track crossings. They drive and ride nothing like a Chevy or Dodge van! Wow I love it! I
had a version with the same bed configuration. I lived in it for several months and went to many
van shows on the east coast. Sooo much fun. If you guys want to see a really stunning example
of one of these, check out the paint work on the cold war motors boogie van it is absolutely
stunning. I bought a yellow Dodge van in Peoria, Il. Drove it everywhere, including New Orleans,
and back to Peoria, once my wife at the time got pregnant. Drove it through the inevitable
divorce and subsequent marriage to my current bride, 42 years later. It caught fire while I was
refueling it. I had a Dodge Van that was green with gold stripes going up the sides. Loved that
van. It was called the Braggin Wagon. If I was that kind of guy I could tell some great stories.
Had a long wheelbase lime 74 E Met a really hot chick spent time in the back married her still
happy 37 years later Orange shag carpeting throughout. Wheezy six cylinder went to many a
concert and I think we got home as well!! Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click
here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe
to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account?
Log in. Barn Finds. Jim ODonnell. More: ford econoline. Like This? Get Our Daily Email.
Comments Will. John Oliveri. Phlathead Phil. Great story. Congrats on long term marriage, a
feat of its own. Nowadays, 85 M. Black light and drug dog before you buyâ€¦â€¦. Winfield S
Wilson. Might be SMOG exempt as of now. Big Grouch. Dave Mathers. LOL 3. I used to live in a
van down by the river. Super Glide. The van that motivational speaker Matt Foley could live in
down by the river. Ben L. I live in a van down by the river! John Bauer. Miss my stabbin cabin on
wheels. Dennis Hagerdorn. Richard Van Dyke Sr Member. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger.
Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe
anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks,
maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! As recently as the early s, Ford Mavericks â€” and their
near-identical Mercury Comet siblings â€” were everywhere on the roads of Canada, the United

States, and Mexico. Then, well, depreciation set in and most enthusiasts willing to keep old
Detroit iron on the road gravitated to flashier machinery. Soon, the Maverick was all but
extinctâ€¦ but the Coloradan who bought this gold '74 sedan kept it on the road for decade after
decade, until it reached the end at age This Junkyard Treasure seemed a bit faded from decades
of Colorado sun but still well-cared-for. I found this weathered notebook on the dashboard, and
it contained entries for every oil change, every new alternator, every tire rotation, everything
done on this car from the day it came home from the dealership. The odometer showed miles,
and the last notebook entry in showed a reading of , miles. We can assume that the final total
came to , miles. The collector-car license plates expired in and they're good for five years in
Colorado, so the car appears to have been parked around and stored until its final tow-truck
ride in late The only engine choices for the '74 Maverick were the cubic-inch 5. This car has the ,
good for 91 horses. Car Life. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Murilee Martin.
From the Ford Family. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported
onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.
More From Junkyard Treasures. Refine your search. Automatic 19 Manual Pickup Gasoline 35
Diesel 1. Classic Cars Highboy 11 Crew Cab 4x4 2 Outlaw 1. Popular Similar Cars. Refine
search. Ford truck. New Price! Body has 1 rust hole in drivers front fender. We believe this is
the lowest mile Highboy on the market with only 7, miles. The previous owner touched up the
truck and had it completely sprayed with clear coat. The paint and interior are nearly flawless. In
Air Conditioning. Google Ads. Oil pressure and fuel guages do not work. Has some damage to
the right front. Front disc brakes, increased cabin dimensions, gas tank relocated outside the
cab and under the bed, significantly improved heating and air conditioning, full double wall bed
construction, and increased use of galva. The square body Fords have continued to see rising
popularity in the collector market Air Conditioning. Used Ford F Custom ' Has a big block all
new plugs wire hoses air filter it has a dual pump hydraulic under bed it is a dump truck pumps
are in excellent condition has reese hitch and a solid steel bumper must set apt to see. Body in
great shape just a little surface rust. Seller's comments and description: all sheet metal is
original except for drivers door and tailgate. I recently completed the following work after the
truck was in storage for about 15 years. Details yearcondition used contact seller. Ford Stock
number: cl. Air Conditioning. Comoptions:description:tough to find one in this nice anymore.
Rebuilt v8 4 speed manual 4x4. Stock Number: CL. CD Player. This truck runs great and strong,
and has had a ton of work done to it. I have completely replaced all the cooling system
including, radiator, thermostat, water pump, new heater core, and i have flushed the system.
Other new parts include, brakes, timing chain, heater fan motor, light switch, blinker assembly,
ignition switch, power steering pump, alternator, windshield washer motor, wipers, h. D
headlights, fresh oil and oil filter. The engine runs great, it has a holley 4 barrel that is tuned
perfect, i hadn't started it in about month and a half, and it started on the first turn of the key.
There is a little damage at the rear corner where they backed into a trailer and slightly creased
it. It has almost new tires, and nice mag wheels. It has a dual battery setup, air shocks, with
under hood compressor, has the plug in under the front of the bed for the wiring of a truck
camper. It also has the rear bumper that will slide out to accommodate a longer camper.
Everything works great, every gauge works perfect. Has great oil pressure. What it needs: i have
74 correct grill insert that need to be installed, better hood hinges, and a rear chrome bumper.
Vin decode specs: kansas city plant, " wheel base, medium lime green metallic paint outside
has been repainted a forest green metallic , dana 60 rear with gears and originally sold in salt
lake, and that's where i bought it from. Asking 2, firm on price. Selling the old beast. Like new
bfg 35s with matching spare. Oil leak, exhaust header gasket leak have new gaskets just haven't
installed them , needs some love on the interior like new carpet. I have welded in new floor pans
on both sides. Body mounts should be replaced. Starter and power steering lines are new. Runs
great. Extra window glass and wing windows for both sides. Have replacement left front fender.
I would also consider a partial trade. Looking for a good utility trailer. O thanks for reading! Last
drove about 5 weeks, my son drove it everywhere. Interior has recently been updated. The v8,
4-barrell, 7. New tires, new radiator and new battery. Truck assembled in kansas city. New tires,
new radiator, new battery, factory air conditioning. New tires, new radiator, new battery and new
transmission. For sale or trade, ford f camper special. Been using it as a daily driver for a little
over a year now. I'm looking to upgrade to a newer pickup accepting all make and models.
Patrick Original owner. Just needs a new belt. With a list of new components that fills two pages
and a great '70s look, this is a turn-key truck from an era when trucks were not bashful about
having a few rough edges. The two-tone yellow and copper paint looks period-perfect on the big
ford's sheetmetal, and the shine is worlds better than mids technology would have permitted. It
was repainted in the early s and still looks great, and it's nice to see that someone thought this

big truck was worthy of a fairly expensive paint job. It has a familiar look to anyone older than
about 25, and this is one of the cleanest big truck designs ever; one isn't trying to be anything
other than a big, bad pickup. With just three owners and only 46, original miles, the sheetmetal
is in great condition and the repaint was done to a great standard, and there's no evidence that
it's ever been rusty or wrecked. Heck, it doesn't even look like it's had to work for its meals! The
trim is largely original, with bright chrome bumpers, polished stainless details, and a very nicely
preserved grille up front. There's probably nothing it can't move! The low mileage shows most
clearly inside, where the all-original interior remains in good shape. The cloth bench seat is a
nice step up over the usual vinyl and carpets help control noise and heat. The gauges are
original but look fantastic for their age, and there's plenty of simulated burled walnut to give it a
bit of '70s ambience, which is suddenly cool again. Tinted glass helps keep everything cool
inside and yes, that's a rifle rack in the rear window. The engine is the original cubic inch v8,
and with so few miles on the clock, it has never been opened. A big 4-barrel carburetor handles
induction duties and it's been very well maintained and detailed, offering stock specs along with
traditional ford blue engine paint. Underneath, the c6 3-speed automatic transmission shifts
cleanly and it rides on ford's famous twin i-beam front suspension, which, while not super
precise has proven to be virtually indestructible. Front disc brakes and power steering make it a
snap to handle, and the beefy suspension is designed specifically to carry. Ask for suzette and
make an offer. For complete listing information please select the click to bid button to see this
item on ebay. This vehicle has had 3 restorations over it's lifetime. All panels are straight and
rust free. Doors are solid and the body sits properly on the chassis, within factory spec. The
undercarriage was "linexed" by previous owner, but could use a respray. Paint was resprayed
about a year and a half ago. Rebuilt engine with edelbrock internals, and larger cams. Edelbrock
carb and filter. New aluminum high flow radiator. New windshield with new rubber trim. Grant
steering wheel, with recently serviced and sorted power steering. Rear suspension bagged with
an adjustable 4 inch lift for loads and towing. Dual exhaust with thrush mufflers installed. Less
than miles. All original camper special hooks still in place. Tow hitch with heavy duty rear
bumper. Needs door weatherstripping. Tailgate latch needs to be replaced. It is a daily driver,
and has been lovingly restored by each owner over the last 30 years. To my knowledge, the
vehicle has never seen snow. It runs and drives like a well sorted truck should. Truck being
listed by son. I have clean title in hand, and registration is paid through august Being a 74, it
does not require smog in the state of california and is exempt from most c. I am reducing the
price to reflect current offerings on ebay. Leather Seats. The V8, 4-barrell, 7. Ask for Suzette and
make an offer.. Call mike we just dropped the price!. Custom rims, runs and drives. Runs well
but does burn some oil. Great for short distance towing. Iy only has rust above drip rail and
small amount of body damage due tire blow out. This was a logging crew truck up until I
purchcased it. Call Jeff on his cell phone at anytime-- Tow truck that's in working order.
Complete body restoration. All of the bodywork was completely gone through. The entire
underbody was also coated to prevent rust in the future. In the 13 years i have owned it i have
maybe been caught in the rain a handful of times. Other options: np transfer case new hubs
power steering power brakes line x bedliner nice touches like the xlt racetrack trim finish off the
exterior. The entire floor was modified and lowered to allow for modern seats with power and
heat. Modern touches like rigid industries light bars and dual exhaust out the back are other
nice touches. The tires and wheels are brand new. Billet steering wheel with tilt, tach on the
post as well. The radiator shroud is custom built with electric fans that keep the motor cool. It
drives straight and smooth. Cruise Control. Ford f ranger high boy model v8. Needs mechanical
tlc and body work. Has a fifth wheel and components runs strong, great to restore or drive as is.
Have an extra carburetor. Mechanically will need gaskets on manifold, iit has power steering. It
has two fuel tanks. Block engine unknown. Power steering and power breaks. This truck has an
original , miles. The paint is less than two weeks old. New carpet, a reupholstered seat and new
door seals have been installed. I have never seen any rust on my truck before or after the recent
paint. Floor boards are in perfect shape as is the tailgate. We recently had the brakes done at a
local les schwab tire center. It has factory size tires that are bfg all terrains. The bed has a spray
in bed liner. Axels are dana 44 front dana 60 rear. It has front and rear receiver hitches. It does
have a spare tire. The front aluminum grill has a small ding on the drivers side. The truck does
have a small amount of engine oil build up but has never been significant enough to replace any
gaskets. The truck does have two fuel tanks, i have never used the one under the bed only the
one in the cab. It always starts right up, in 17 degrees or degrees. I am willing to help load if the
winning bidder decides to have this truck shipped. This truck will be sold as is where is with no
warranties or guarantees, whether previously stated, expressed and or implied in any form.
Paint about 3 yrs old, has some clear coat issues on the hood and bed rails. Runs and drives
very good. Ford F Miles shown on odometer actual miles unknown. Site map Contact Us Privacy

Policy. Refine your search. Automatic Pickup Sedan 4. Gasoline Classic Cars 44 Hot Rod 1.
Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. For complete listing information please select the click to
bid button to see this item on ebay. This truck is truly a survivor. Let's start with motor. We
wanted to do something different,and by different i mean staying with the i6 motor the truck
came born with. The truck had low miles,so we decided to hot rod the little 6. We took the motor
out and went over it. The bottom end is stock,and in good shape. We started by installing a
comp cam h cam kit. High volume melling oil pump. Also we put bigger 1. Along with that an
offenhauser 4bbl intake manifold with holley cfm dual feed 4bbl carb was installed along with a
blackjack hedder. A new timing gear and spacer was installed to handle the timing. For the
ignition, a dui electronic distributor with msd wires. Also truck has powermaster high torque
mini starter and powermaster amp 1 wire alternater. The cooling is handled by an aluminum
champion 3 row radiator with electric fans. The transmission is the stock 3 speed manual and is
shifted with a new hurst shifter and we updated the clutch by going with a bigger 11"clutch kit.
All fluids are changed and fresh from front to back. New u-joints installed along with a new ford
true trac posi with 3. New brakes n rotors all around stop this lil hot rod. The suspension has
been lowered by djm 3"drop springs from 5" flip kit rear. For the brakes and steering.. This truck
never had power steering and brakes,so we upgraded both,i know we take these luxurys for
granted but it was a chore updating it to this truck. But we got it done and it flawless. Wheels
and tires are used new. They are 5x5 chevy bolt pattern,so i had to get 1" adaptors to change
lug pattern. Wheels are 20x10 ridler wheels all around. Interior has new carpet,door
panels,stereo system with pioneer amp and 10" subs and door speakers. Also a new leather
wrapped headliner was made. Autometer gauges and triple gauge pod monitor the vitals. All
bulbs changed to led inside and out. The outside of truck was in very good condition and we
wet sanded and buffed the white paint and it shines,nice everyday driver.. We put the mustang
boss stripe on it and it fits nice!!!!. We also put a tonneau roll up bed cover, rear roll pan, hid
headlights, new door gasket seals and new chrome trim. I'm sure i'm forgetting something and
there's a lot more little things that make up this hot rod.. Engine rebuilt 2 years ago Ford I-6 and
transmission C-4 just rebuilt this summer, with new radiator, battery and many other new parts.
The original radio is gone but does have a new stereo with Bluetooth option. Body is with out
rust with no dents or damage, interior custom seats and dash, please see pictures Bluetooth.
Has two additional saddle fuel tanks and tow package. Google Ads.
Comoptions:description:webe autos specializes in marketing and advertising muscle, classic,
vintage and specialty cars. We offer professional photography, hd movies, and staging that
sells cars. Long island, ny michael webeautos. Com Cloth Interior. Showing what is believed to
be original low mileage at 79, miles on the odometer.. This is an original idaho classic ford and
has never seen salt. Family owned since It needs a new brake booster and new tires. It is
currently at the race shop for a tune up. I am in the military and just got orders overseas and i
cannot take the vehicle with me so i am putting it up for sale in hopes someone else will take
care of it. Ac works but is not hooked up. This was my next project. Horn is not hooked up
either but is functional. Right interior blinker arrow light works sometimes. Fuel gauge is 's
accurate but not perfect. All the work has been done by a professional mechanic locally and he
is available upon request if necessary. The mileage listed in the listing is not accurate. That is
what shows on the odometer, but the clean title from the state of south carolina states "0". The
truck is a daily driver "20 footer". Either way, it is a very clean and dependable truck. It also
comes with a complete set 4 of kumho tires and chrome american eagle rims already mounted
and balanced as well as the tires and wheels pictured. But what i do know, is i turn the key, the
engine starts, and it is a very fun, fast and dependable ford f Success starts with kia store
anniston! What a price for a 74! This great ford is one of the most sought after used vehicles on
the market because it never lets owners down. Netoptions:description:make offer! Here is a link
to a video walk through of all the cars! The car has been sitting in storage for quite some time.
The car would be a great candidate to restore or customize. The truck is sold with clear title!
This is a classic ford short bed 4 wheel drive pickup. I'm helping my cousin sell it as she
acquired it in a divorce settlement this year. He owned the truck for 38 years. It has not been on
the road since Been parked in a apple barn and just started up every now and then. To get it
road worthy it needed 2 new rear tires, new battery, stater cylnoid, front shocks, new rear brake
cylinders, and a new water pump. It is not perfect but driveable. It has a v-8 engine a 4 speed
transmission, factory air. It needs a total repaint. I tried to take photos of the normal rusty spots.
Included with the truck is new patch panels for the quarters and lower rear bed and 1 cab
corner. Any questions please call By the way we have all of the chrome that goes with the truck
also. Netoptions:option list:description:the exterior of this vehicle is extra clean. This vehicle
appears to have never been smoked in. The interior is in excellent condition. There is a set of
brand new tires on this vehicle. Vintage ford f high boy pick up truck for sale. It has a

reupholstered interior. New rebuilt ci engine performance cams, pistons ,rings etc. New rebuilt
tranny high torque stall converter limited slip heavy duty rear end plus to many new parts to list
brand new tires and zero miles on the rebuilt drive train and only 94k original on chassis. Follow
this link to see a video of the truck. Just highlight it and select go to option. It has been
reupholstered interior. New rebuilt tranny high torque stall converter limited slip heavy duty rear
end plus to many new parts to list brand new tires and zero miles on the rebuilt drivetrain and
only 93k original on chassis. New rebuilt tranny high torque stall converter limited slip heavy
duty rear end plus to many new parts to list brand new tires and zero miles on the rebuilt drive
train and only 93k original on chassis. Everyone loves the look of this code-3 village green. The
sheetmetal is exceptionally straight, and even the workman's bed looks nice, too. The first
impression this ford gives is truly worth the asking price alone. But, there's also no mistaking
those nice optional features that range from the period-correct trailer mirrors, to black
pinstriping, to the factory hubcaps. After all, the village green is now complemented by a darker
jade on the dash, door panels, and bench seat. This one is a fantastic survivor from the original
gauge package to the am radio that's sill cranking out tunes. The cubic-inch v8 looks great
under the hood with its big blue block, matching blue air cleaner, and all those factory-style
decals. This one has that perfect appearance where the workman attitude meets the
survivor-grade presentation even the jack is still in place! With a three-speed automatic
transmission, twin i-beam front suspension, power steering, and front disc brakes, this is a
great anytime classic. This truck is being relisted due to an unresponsive nonpaying bidder.
This truck has an awesome running with an automatic transmission. The two front tires are in
good shape. The back two are okay but id replace them before driving across country. This is a
very solid old truck with the perfect patina to re clear coat and make look awesome. The only
place that i have found with any filler is on the front hood and i took a couple good pictures. The
drivers seat is pretty worn and could use redone or put on a nice seat cover and call it a day.
The wipers and most all of the exterior lights work as they should. The brakes are good with a
nice firm pedal and the transmission is smooth and shifts as it should. All the windows go up
and down as they should but there is one small crack in the windshield that is very fixable. This
truck has power steering and power brakes. The bed of the truck is in very good shape with
light surface rust and no huge dents. This is a great rare truck and i'm sure whomever buys it
will be very pleased. Feel free to give my personal cell a call and my name is josh and i'm not a
dealer just a guy with a cool truck. Webe autos specializes in marketing and advertising muscle,
classic, vintage and specialty cars. While i don't know why more chevys than fords seem to
have survived, that only makes this ford f ranger xlt more unique. Besides, big block v8 power
in a tastefully designed wrapper never goes out of style, even if that wrapper has a pickup bed.
This great-looking ford has been treated well for the past 40 years and it shows. The two-tone
paint is quite good and there's not much sign that this truck ever hauled lumber or bricks
during the week or pushed a plow in the winter. In fact, the way it shines, i'm betting that
someone special-ordered this truck and kept it shined as polished as his pride-and-joy. These
fords are gaining popularity and they really are great-looking machines, rugged and
tough-looking, but with enough style to look at home in a high-end restaurant parking lot. The
interior is dressed in its best formalwear, with a new tan bench seat, matching door panels, and
new tan carpets on the floor. For a little glitter, the door sills and hardware has a bright chrome
shine and the three-spoke steering wheel has a matching leather wrap. Heavy-duty floor mats
help protect the carpets, so don't be afraid to put this one to work now and then. And speaking
of engine bays, the cubic inch v8 under the hood was just tuned up and runs superbly. Torquey
and with a great soundtrack to accompany it, the big block v8 moves the pickup truck easily,
empty or full, and feels extremely torquey around town. It's a little grungy, but it's all original,
including the ford blue paint on the block itself and the factory-installed air cleaner up top.
Power steering and brakes mean it's easy to maneuver, and it channels power through a
3-speed automatic transmission and a 9-inch rear end. Ford's rugged twin i-beam front
suspension is as tough as it comes, and the new dual exhaust system uses glasspack-s. Rebuilt
engine , with warranty new linkage and steering box. One functional other needs work. Tires
great condition. Lights turn signals all functional. Interior good condition all original. Seat needs
new cover. Brand new slider rear window. Bed liner great condition. Air Conditioning. I have a
nice original paint ford f supercab longbed 2wd roller with a clear title. It has no engine or
transmission. These trucks are getting hard to find. It is in good shape for the year, but does
need some work. Please look at pictures because i want to be as upfront as possible. I have
both bumpers and driveshaft. Front clip is in great shape, no rust including fenders and inner
fenders. Still has all the rubber fender seals underneath. Hood has rust underneath. Cab will
need cab corners and both floor pans to do it right. Doors are near perfect with no rust on the
bottom. Drip rails are decent and not all rusted out. Rockers and door jambs are not rusted out.

Bed has great straight sides only little rust behind tire, but floor and headboard need work. Has
dana 70 rear 8 lug, but only 5 lug front set up. Interior is in good shape, two rear blue jumper
seats and one blue front bench seat will be going with truck. Has pop out rear side windows.
Comes with ford bedliner. Located in seaford, de i'm ready to move this thing. Make me an offer
or contact me OM Mechanical: Ford 5. Comoptions:description:'72 blue ford f with a 5. The
motor alone would cost over to buy it from summit or jegs, or as a crate motor. Transmission,
stall converter, rear end - all worth another in parts. Get the whole truck for 10k. This is my ford
f I purchased this truck 10 years ago with the intent of completely restoring it but lost interest
and time. The truck is a solid runner with a rebuilt v8 and a rebuilt c4 automatic transmission.
The engine was rebuilt in Unfortunately, i do not have the paperwork for it but i do have the
paperwork for the transmission. All maintenance services were performed by me and major jobs
were performed at trusted shops. This is a bare - bones, old farm truck. This truck has been well
- cared for. It hasn't seen a lot of road time since the rebuild and it was never "overworked". The
not so good is that the truck does have rust. I have spare parts galore and an extra set of
american racing chrome wheels. As of now, it's on stock steelies and has hubcabs. I have
perfect metal for the passenger side a-pillar as well. The driver side a pillar could be patched.
I'm sure there are things i have missed. Pennsylvania Pennsylvania 3 years at nexttruckonline.
Paint is a 20yr old paint job and has some blemishes. Interior is in good condition. Windshield
is cracked and would need replaced. Truck is very solid for 43 yrs. Truck runs and drives, but
does need tires so could not be driven home would have to be trailered. This is a south carolina
truck that i purchased from a local farmer in Miles at that time were 25, I have the bill of sales
and clear title. In , at 26, miles, i had the transmission rebuilt still have that invoice. We have
driven it slightly over 7, miles since then. It is still drive-able. Still has the original motor! Oil
pressure is high so not sure what is causing that. Original horn does not work so another was
added before i purchased it which works but probably needs to be replaced. Both lap seat belts
are still intact. Still has a lot of original parts. I tried to take plenty of pictures so everything is
visible. Dash, headliner and door panels are decent but w
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ould look better restored. Original seat has some rips on the driver's side. Inside the cab, the
top is starting to fall down and also the rubber around the windows on the inside. Still has
original floor mats. Body is in decent shape with some rust see pics. Truck appears to be solid.
Has running boards on each side. Bed is in good shape. It has a bed liner and rails on the side. I
believe it has it's original front bumper guards and hub caps. One hub cap is cracked. Gas cap
has been replaced. Window cranks have been replaced. Has a trailer hitch. Front hood latch has
been welded back. I have not done any cosmetic work to it only the necessary mechanical stuff.
Tires are in great shape and oil has just been changed. I am not a mechanic but have tried to
describe to the best of my ability! Thanks for looking email with questions. Deposit is non
refundable. Cash or cashiers check only, no exceptions! I live near greenville, s. Ford lovers
take notice! Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

